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Abstract 

One of the main aims of this paper is to show that the nature of the communication mech
anism of concurrent -logic languages is essentially different from the classical paradigms of 
ecs and TCSP. We define indeed a compositional semantics based on linear sequences, whilst 
more complicated structures, like trees and failure sets, are needed to model compositionally 
CGS and TCSP. Moreover, we prove that this semantics is fully abstract, namely that the 
information encoded by these sequences is necessary. 

OUI observation criterium consists of all the finite results, i.e. the computed constraint to
gether with the termination mode (success, failure, or deadlock). The operations we consider 
are the parallel composition of goals and the union of neatly intersecting programs. We define a 
compositional operational model delivering sequences of input-output constraints, and we ob
tain a fully abstract denotational semantics by requiring additionally some closure conditions, 
that model the monotonic nature of communication in concurrent constraint languages. 

Categories and subject descriptors: D.1.3, D.3.1, F.1.2, F.3.2, F.4.1. 

General terms: Languages, Theory. 

Additional key words and phrases: concurrent logic languages, constraints, operational 
semantics, denotational semantics, compositionality, full abstraction. 

1 Introduction 

This paper addresses the problem of a compositional and fully abstract semantics for concurrent 
logic languages. Compositionality is considered one of the most desirable characteristics of a formal 
semantics, since it provides a basis for program verification and modular design. The difficulty 
in obtaining this property depends upon the operators of the language, the behaviour we want to 
describe (observables), and the degree of abstraction we want to reach. A compositional model is 

·Part of this work was supported by the ESPRIT BRA projects "Integration" and "SPEC". 
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called fully abstract (with respect to some operators and observables) if it identifies programs that 
behave in the same way under all the possible contexts. A fully abstract model can be considered 
to be the semantics of a language since all the other compositional semantics can be reduced to 
it by abstracting from the redundant information. Full abstraction is important, for instance, to 
decide correctness of program transformation techniques. If a fully abstract model distinguishes 
the transformed program from the original one then the transformation is not correct (in the sense 
that it does not preserve the same behaviour under composition). 

The basic operators of a logic language are the conjunction of goals and the union of clauses. 
The observables usually consist of the termination mode (success or failure), and the computed 
answer substitution. For concurrent logic languages compositionality has been studied mainly with 
respect to the conjunction of goals, whilst union of clauses has been considered only in the simple 
case of neatly intersecting programs [9J. This is rather natural since in a concurrent framework the 
main operation is the parallel composition of processes. On the other hand, the class of observables 
has to be enriched by deadlock. 

The compositional description of deadlock is one of the main semantic problems of concurrent 
languages. For languages like CCS and TCSP it is well-known that (linear) sequences are not 
sufficient. On the other hand, trees encode redundant branching information. In order to abstract 
from it two main approaches have been proposed. One is based on equivalence relations on trees 
(for instance, bisimulation [16]), and the other on grouping the branching information in sets (for 
instance, failure sets [2]). In general, failure set semantics is more abstract than bisimulation and 
it is proved to be fully abstract for TCSP and CCS. 

With respect to compositionality, concurrent logic languages have been regarded just as a 
particular case of the classic paradigms. Therefore, the problem has been approached by the 
standard methods. De Bakker and Kok [3, 14] and De Boer et al. [4, 5] use tree-like structures 
labeled with functions on substitutions. More si;mple tree-like structures, labeled by constraints, ar~ 
used by Gabbrielli and Levi [10] and by Saraswat and Rinard [I9], who also define an equivalence 
based on bisimulation. Gerth et al. [9] and Gaifman et al. [11] approach the problem of full 
abstraction by refining the failure set semantics of TCSP. 

We think that concurrent logic languages require a different approach. In this paper we study 
the language defined in [11], that can be considered as a special case of concurrent constraint 
programming [18, 19]. This paradigm represents a considerable improvement with respect to 
"classical" concurrent logic languages. The notion of constraint [13] allows on one side to increase 
the expressiveness, and, on the other side, to model in a logical manner the synchronization mech
anism [15, 18]. As discussed in [18], the notion,of store in constraint programming leads naturally 
to a new paradigm for concurrent programming. All processes share a common store, that repre
sents the constraint established until that moment. Communication is modeled by adding (telling) 
consistently some constraint to the store. Synchronization is achieved by checking (asking) if the 
store entails (implies) a given constraint, if not, the process suspends. 

It is interesting to compare this logic paradigm with CCS. We can translate CCS by interpreting 
the action a as telling the constraint x = a, and the complementary action a as asking if x = a 
is entailed by the store. The main difference is that complementary actions do not synchronize 
anymore. Indeed, telling a constraint will never suspend. In other words, the communication 
mechanism of concurrent logic languages is intrinsically asynchronous. The following example 
shows that this leads to an essentially different deadlock behaviour. 

Example 1.1 Let PI = ab + ac+ ad and P2 = ab + a(c + d). In any compositional semantics for 
CCS these two processes must be distinguished. Indeed, they behave differently under the context 
P = a(b + c). The process PI can deadlock, by choosing the third branch, whilst P2 cannot. In the 
formalism of (11J, this example can be translated as follows. 

{ PI(x,y) _ ask(x = a) I ask(y = b). 
PI(X, y) _ ask(x = a) I ask(y = c). 
PI(X, y) ;- ask(x = a) I ask(y = d). } 
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{ p,(x, y) <- ask(x = a) I ask(y = b). 
P2(X, y) <- ask(x = a) I P3(Y). 
P3(y) <- ask(y = c) I . 
P3(y) <- ask(y = d) I . } 

{ p(x, y) <- tel/(x = a) I p'(y). 
p'(y) <- tel/(y = b) I . 
p'(y) <- tel/(y = c) I . } 

In this translation, both PI and P2 have the same behaviour. The process P2 can deadlock by 
choosing the second clause, because P can independently decide to produce y = b (after x = a). 
Figure 1 illustrates this example. 

Pl P2 

P 

Figure 1: In logic programming Pl and P2 cannot be distinguished by p. 

Actually, in concurrent logic languages we cannot express a context "strong" enough to distin
guish between PI and P2 above. The reason is that, due to the asynchronous nature of tell, the 
choice guarded by tell is a local choice. This is shown by the following example. 

Example 1.2 In an asynchronous reading of cas along the line of the translation given above, 
PI :::;: a(b + c) is equivalent to P2 = ab + ac under every context. After the production of a, PI can 
proceed to produce either b or c in the same way as P2 does. 

This example may induce to believe that simple sequences of constraints are sufficient for 
obtaining compositionality. This is not the case, because the choice guarded by ask is a global 
choice. 

Example 1.3 Even in the asynchronous case, the process PI == a(b + c) is not equivalent to 
P2 = ab + ae. They are distinguished by the context P = ab (P2 can deadlock whilst Pl cannot). 

However, the nature of the global choice in concurrent logic languages is essentially different 
from the one of CCS. Indeed, it only depends upon the result of the past behaviour of the system, 
i.e. upon the constraint contained in the store. 

This remark indicates a possible way to solve the problem of compositionality. Given a sequence 
of constraints representing the computation of a process with respect to an arbitrary environment, 
we add the information about who is the producer of each constraint, either the process or the 
environment. If the store determined by such a sequence does not provide the process with the 
necessary information to proceed then the pro~ess will deadlock, assuming that the environment 
does not produce any constraint anymore. The composition of different processes then simply 
amounts to verifying that the assumptions made by one process about its environment are indeed 
validated by the other processes. 
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We define the compositional semantics of a process by means of a transition system. The con
figurations consist of a process and a store, represented as a sequence of constraints. A transition 
of the environment is modeled by adding an input constraint to the store. This kind of transition, 
that does not occur in the usual description of ees, allows here to obtain a compositional op
erational semantics based on (sets of) sequences ended by a termination mode. These sequences 
are essentially different from the scenarios of [17], where input substitutions correspond solely to 
assumptions about the environment which are necessary for the process to proceed. As a conse
quence, compositionality is there obtained only for the success set. The input-output sequences 
we use have been introduced in [9J as one component of the domain of the denotational semantics, 
the other ingredient being the suspension set. Because of what is stated above, this suspension set 
could have been reduced to a simple termination mode. 

The language described in [9] contains non-monotonic test predicates. However the real in
tricacies of the asynchronous and declarative 'nature of communication in logic languages come 
to surface in the monotonic case. In this case even the sequences contain too much information. 
Indeed, they encode the order and the granularity in which constraints have been produced, de
tails that cannot be sensed by monotonic contexts. This is mainly due to the fact that monotonic 
contexts cannot be specified to ask (only) a specific constraint, they can always proceed when 
stronger constraints are provided. More in general, the reaction of any context is invariant with 
respect to the logical equivalence of sequences of constraints produced by the process. Therefore, 
the final step to achieve full abstraction will consist of some closure conditions that represent this 
equivalence. 

To our knowledge, the first proposal of a compositional semantics based on linear sequences 
for concurrent logic languages has been given in [7,8]. Those papers, however, deal only with 
languages based on substitutions. Moreover, the model we present here is more elegant, since the 
hiding of local variables is formalized in terms of existential quantifiers. In this framework, the 
closure conditions are more easy to formulate and have a clear logical intuition. As a consequence, 
a transparent and structured proof of the correctness and the full abstraction of the denotational 
model can be given. As far as we know, this is the first time that the proof of a full abstraction 
result for concurrent logic languages is presented. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the language. In section three 
we define a compositional operational semantics based on a transition system. In section four we 
introduce a more abstract denotational model, the correctness of which is proved in section five. In 
the last section we prove that this denotational model is fully abstract. In order not to interrupt 
the main flow of the paper we have delegated some delving into underworldly technicalities to the 
appendices. 

2 The language 

A constraint system is any system of partial information that supports the notions of consistency 
and entailment. For the sake of simplicity we consider here constraint systems based on first-order 
languages, however our results can be extended in a straightforward way to arbitrary constraint 
sytems which support existantial quantification. Let V be a set of variables with typical elements 
x, y, ... , let F be a set of function symbols a, h, ... , /, g, ... , and let P be a set of predicate symbols. 
Furthermore, let I: = (V, F, Pl. A constraint system r is a first-order theory in I:. Given the 
formulas <p, <P" and <P2, we say that <P is consistent if r 1= 3<p, where 3<p denotes the existantial 
closure of <p, and that <P, entails <P2 if r 1= <P, => <P2· A simple constraint fI is a quantifier-free 
formula in ~. The set Con of constraints, with typical element c, consists of formulas of the form 
3X fI, where X is a set of variables. The constraints of the form 3{ x}fI and 30f1 will be denoted 
by 3xfl, fI, respectively. For any formula <p we define FV(<p) to be the set of the free variables of 
<p, and BV(<p) to be the set of the bound variables of <p. We assume r to be fixed, so we will omit 
references to r. 

We now describe the concurrent logic language based on r along the lines of the one introduced 
in [11]. Let Pred be a set of predicate symbols disjoint from P. The set of atoms Atom in V, F, 
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Pred, with typical element A, B, is defined as usual. Tell and Ask are the sets of constructs of the 
form tell( .J), ask( .J), respectively. A program is a finite set of clauses of the form 

p(X) - 3Y 9, : 921B. 

where p E Pred, x is a sequence of variables, g1 E Ask, g2 E Tell, iJ is a multiset of atoms, and Y 
is the set of variables occurring in 9,,92,B and disjoint from ii. The atom p(ii) is the head of the 
clause, g, and 92 together form the guard, and B is called the body'. The variables of Yare the 
local variables of the clause. We will omit the symbol ":" when either g1 or g2 is not present, and 
omit 3Y when Y is 0. The set of programs will be denoted by Prog. 

A goal is an object of the form _ A, where A is a multiset of atoms. The set of goals will be 
denoted by Goal. The union of the multisets A and B will be represented by A, B. An instantiation 
of a clause p( x) - 3Y g, : 921B is a clause of the form pet) <- 3Z 9; : 9; IB', where 9;,9; and B' are 
obtained from 91, g2 and jj by simultaneously replacing every occurrence of a variable of z by its 
corresponding term of the sequence l and every occurrence of a variable of Y by its corresponding 
variable of Z. The set of new local variables Z is assumed to be disjoint from the set of variables 
of t. Given a program W the set of all the instantiations of its clauses we denote by Inst(W). 

Given a program W the operational model of a goal - A can be described as follows: The 
basic computation step is defined with respect to the store, the accumulated simple constraint, and 
consists of checking if the store entails a certain constraint and then adding a constraint. More 
specifically, given a store s, a computation step consists of a selection of an atom A of +- A and a 
clause A _ 3X ask(iI,) : tell(.J 2 )IB of Inst(W), where X has no variables in common with s, such 
that 

1. s entails 3X.J" 

2. 8 f\.J, f\ iI, is consistent. 

Then A is replaced by B in the goal _ A and ii, f\ .J, is added to the store. 
An atom A fails if for every clause of Inst(W) with head A the second condition does not hold. 

If the second condition holds but the first fails and for no other clauses the two conditions are 
satisfied then the atom suspends. 

A goal fails if it contains an atom which fails and it suspends if all its atoms suspend. 
The result of a terminating computation consists of the final store where all the variables 

not occurring in the initial goal are existantially quantified, together with the termination mode: 
success, failure, or deadlock, if the final goal is empty, fails, or suspends, respectively. 

3 A compositional operational semantics 

In this section we enrich the informal model of the previous section to obtain a compositional 
semantics, namely, the definition of the meaning of a goal in terms of its subgoals. To this purpose 
we describe the behaviour of a goal as a sequence of interactions with its environment. Interactions 
are modeled as input/output constraints. An input constraint is provided by the environment, 
whereas an output constraint is produced by the goal itself. 

Definition 3.1 

• The set of input constraints is ConI = {cI : cE Con}. 

• The set of output constraint is Cono = {co: c E Con}. 

• The 8et of input/output constraints, with typical element cl
, is ConIO = ConI U Cono. 

lUsually a body (as well as a goal) is defined as a sequence of atoms. For our purposes, however, it will be 
sufficient to represent it as a multiset. 
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Given a program W, the operational semantics we define is based on a transition system 
T = (Conf, ~w). We will omit the symbol W when no confusion is possible. The configurations 
Conf are pairs consisting of a goal (for the sake of convenience we drop the symbol _) and a 
finite sequence of input/output constraints S (s E Gonio). We will associate a store with such a 
sequence in the following way: 

Definition 3.2 We define 

Store (A) 
Store((3XO)'.s) = 

true 
0/1 Store(s) 

Here A denotes the empty sequence. 

Furthermore we will make extensively use of the following definition of the constraint we ob
tain from a sequence when abstracting from the labels, interpreting the sequencing operator as 
conjunction and taking into account the scope of the quantifiers: 

Definition 3.3 We define 

Estore(A) = true 
Estore((3X O)'.s) 3X(O /I Estore(s)) 

The representation of a store as a sequence of (existentially quantified) constraints, as well as 
definitions similar to those of Store and Estore, have also been used in [12] to model Andorra. 

It will turn out to be technically convenient to introduce the following notions: 

Definition 3.4 Given a sequence s we define 

• FV(s), the free variables of s (the global variables), 

• BV(s), the bound variables of s (the local variables), 

• BVl(s), .e E {I,O}, the bound variables oj s occurring in constraints labeled by.e. So the 
local variables introduced by the process itself are given by BVo(s) and those introduced by 
the environment by BVI(s), 

• var(s), the variables of s. 

We can now define the transition system. Table 1 describes the rules for T relative to the 
"successfull" computation steps. We call them computation rules. The first rule models a transition 
by the process, whilst the second rule models a transition by the environment. The condition 
FV(c) n BVo(s) = 0 formalizes the requirement that the local variables of a process are hidden 
from the environment. Note that we allow A to be the empty goal D. This models the possibility 
that the process has terminated whilst the environment still continues to produce constraints. The 
last rule describes the behaviour of a goal as the interleaving of its subgoals. 

Table 2 and table 3 illustrate the rules for failure and suspension respectively. We need to 
introduce in our configurations the symbols fail and susp, with the obvious meaning. 

Note that if we drop from T the rule C2, we obtain a transition system that essentially for
malizes the informal model of the previous section. 

The reason why we represent a store in T as a sequence of (existentially quantified) constraints 
is that this allows to express in an elegant way the appropriate closure conditions for full abstraction 
(see section 4). If we were only interested in compositionality, then sequences of simple constraints 
would have been sufficient. 

The operational semantics CJ based on this transition system T delivers sets of sequences s of 
input/output constraints, ended by a termination mode. We denote the set of these sequences 
as Seq = Gonio.{ss,ff,dd,.l}. The set Gonio denotes the sequences of constraints generated 
during the computation, whilst the symbols ss, if, and dd represent the possible ways in wich a 
process can terminate: success, Jailure and deadlock, respectively. Sequences ending in ..L denote 
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Cl 

C2 

C3 

Table 1: The Transition System T. Computation Rules 

(A; s) --+ (iJ; s.{3X11, II 11 2 )°) if 
3A _ 3X ask(11,) : tell(11 2 )[iJ E Inst(W) such that X n var(s) = 0 and 
AI: F Store{s) =;. 3X11, 
A2: F 3(Store(s) II 11, II 11 2 ) 

(A;s) --+ (A; s.cI ) if 
F 3Store{s.cI ), BV(c) n (var(A) u var(s)) = 0 and FV(c) n BVo(s) = 0 

(A;s) --+ (A'; s.co) 'f (B-) BV() - 0 
) 

, 0) 1 var n c-
(A, B; s --+ (A ,B; s.c 

Table 2: The Transition System T. Failure Rules 

Fl (A; s) --+ (fail; s) if 
there exists no clause with head A in Inst(W) such that A2 holds. 

F2 
(A; s) --+ (fail; s) 

(A, B; s) --+ (fail; s) 

unfinished computations. Such sequences are introduced in order to obtain a non-empty semantics 
for non-terminating programs. This is necessary to describe failure compositionally. The symbol 
a will denote an element ranging over the set {ss, If, dd, -L}. 

We can now define the operational semantics. In the sequel, P will denote the powerset oper
ation. 

Definition 3,5 (The operational semantics) The operational semantics 0 : Prog X Goal -> 

P(Seq) is given by 

O[W;A] = {s.ss: (A,A)--+'{D;s)} 

51 

52 

U {s.ff: (A, A) --+' {fail; s}} 
U {s.dd: (A,A) --+' (s.sp;s)} 
U {s . .L: (A, A) --+' (B;B)} 

Table 3: The Transition System T. Suspension Rules 

(A; s) --+ (s.sp; s) if 
for all clauses with head A in Inst{W) Al or A2 does not hold 
and there exists such a clause for which Al does not hold and A2 does 

(A; s) --+ (s.sp; B) (iJ; B) --+ (s.sp; B) 
(A, B; s) --+ (s.sp; B) 
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The transition relation -----j. is assumed with respect to the program W. 

From this operational semantics we obtain our observation criterium as follows: 

Definition 3.6 (The observables) The observables Obs : Prog x Goal .... P(Con x {88,ffdd}) 
are defined as 

Obs[W;A] = Result(O[W;A]),<> 

where Result(S) = {(Estore(s),a): s.a E S contains only output constraints and a ;f.l}, and, 
given a set C of constraints, C/,¢> denotes the closure of C under logical equivalence. 

Note that we select sequences containing only output constraints thus modeling a computation 
that the initial goal is able to carry out on its own. 

To show the compositionality of the operational semantics we define the parallel composition 
II. This operator, first introduced in [9], allows to combine sequences of input/output constraints 
that are equal at each point, apart from the labels, so modeling the interaction of a process with 
its environment. 

Definition 3.7 (The parallel composition operator) The partial operator II: SeqxSeq .... Seq 
is defined by 

• s,.<>, II S2.<>2 = s2.<>211 s,.<>, 

• cls,.<>, II o'.S2.<>2 = c'.(s,.<>, II S2.<>2) 

• <>11 88 =<> 

• <>lIff=ff 

• dd II dd = dd 

• .111.1=.1 

Sometimes we will use the parallel composition on sequences of input/output constraints, with
out the termination mode (notation s, II S2). The extension of II to sets is defined in the obvious 
way. The following result shows the compositionality of our operational semantics with respect to 
goal conjunction. 

Theorem 3.8 (Compositionality of 0) 

O[W;A,B] = O[W;A] II O[W;B] 

Proof (Sketch) The inclusion O[W;A,B] S;; O[W;A] II O[W:B] can be proved by showing 
that for every computation (A, B, A) _, (A',8) there exist computations (A, A) _, (A;, s,), 
(B,A) -' (A;,S2), where A~,A; = A', and s,ll 82 = 8. The proof proceeds by induction on the 
length of s. 

The other inclusion O[W; A] II O[W; B] S;; O[W; A, B] is proved by showing that computations 
(A,A) -' (A~,s,), (B,A) _' (A;,82), such that 8, II 82 is defined, can be composed into a 
computation (A, B, A) _' (Af"A~, 80 II 8,). The proof proceeds by induction on the length of 
8, 1182' 0 

The compositionality result can be easily generalized to the union of neatly intersecting pro
grams. Two programs W, and W2 are neatly intersecting [9] iff every predicate p E Pred that 
occurs in both programs is defined in the same way. Namely, the clauses with head p are exactly 
the same both in W, and W2 • 

More in general, two pairs W1;A1 and W2;A2 are neatly intersecting iff 
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• WI and W 2 are neatly intersecting, with shared predicates PI, ... Pk) 

• Al does not share predicates with W 2 , apart from PI,· . . Pb and 

• A2 does not share predicates with WI) apart from PI, ... Pk. 

Corollary 3.9 Let WI; Al and W2; A2 be neatly intersecting. Then 

Proof By theorem 3.8 we have 

O[WI U W2; A l ,A2] = O[WI U W2; AI] II O[WI u w,;A,] 

By the restriction upon the predicates of Al and A, we have 

o 

In the following examples, we assume the constraint system to support the usual equality theory 
on the Herbrand universe. 

Example 3.10 Consider the following program 

WI = {p(x) <- ask(x = a) I.} 

We have 

O[Wl;P(X)] = { dd, (x = alex = a)Dss, (x = bllf, .. ' } 

ObS[Wl;p(X)] = {(true,dd)}. 

Consider now the program 

W2 = {q(x) <- tell(x = a) I .} 

We have 

O[W2; q(x)] = { (x = a)Dss, (x = a)D(x = a)l.ss, (x = W.If, ... } 

ObS[W2;q(X)] = {(x = a,ss)} 

We consider now the union of the two programs and the goal <- p(x),q(x). Since Wl;p(x) and 
W 2 ; q(x) are neatly intersecting, we get 

O[WI U W,;p(x), q(x}D O[WI ;p(x)] II O[W2; q(x)] 

{ (x = a)D(x = a)Dss, (x = W.If, ... } 

ObS[Wl U W2;p(x), q(x)] = {(x = a, 55)}. 

The following example corresponds to example 1.3 in the introduction. 

Example 3.11 Consider the two programs 

WI = { Pl(X,y,Z) <- ask(x = a) I ql(Y,Z). 
ql(Y, z) <- ask(y = b) I. 
ql(Y, z) <- ask(z = c) I. } 
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W, = { P2(X,y,Z) +- ask(x = a) I q,(y). 

We have: 

P2(X, y, Z) +- ask (x = a) I r2(z). 
q2(y) +- ask(y = b) I . 
r2(z) +- ask(z = c) I . } 

O[W, ;Pl(X, y, z)] = { (x = alex = a)o.(y = W.(y = b)o.ss , 
(x = al.(x = a)o.(z = c)I(z = c)o.ss , 

O[W2;P2(X,y,Z)]= { (x = a)I(x = a)o.(y = W.(y=b)o.ss, 
(x = alex = a)o.(z = c)I(z = c)o.ss , 
(x = a)I(x = a)o.(y = bldd , 
(x = a)I(x = a)o.(z = cldd , 

Consider now the program 

W = { p(x,y) +- te/l(x = a) I te/l(y = b). } 

we have 

O[W;p(x,y)]= { (x = a)o.(x= aJl.(y= b)o.ss, 
(x = a)o.(x = a)I.(y = b)o.(y = b) Iss , 

} 

} 

} 

Therefore, since W1;Pl(X,y,Z), W2',P2(X,y,Z), and W',p(x,y) are neatly intersecting, we have 

O[WU W,;p(x, Y),Pl(X, y, z)] = O[W;p(x,y)] II O[W
'
;Pl(X, y, z)] 

= {(x = a)o.(x = a)o.(y = b)o.(y = b)o.ss, ." } 

whilst 

Obs[WUW, ;p(x,Y),P,(X,y,Z)]={(x=a II y=b,ss)}. 

O[WU W2;p(X,Y),P2(X,y,Z)] = O[W;p(x,y)] II O[W';P2(X,y,Z)] 

= {(x = a)o.(x = a)o.(y = b)o.(y = b)o.ss, 
(x = a)o.(x = a)o.(y = b)o.dd , 

Obs[WU W, ;p(x,y),p,(x,y,z)] = {(x=a II y=b,ss),(x=a II y=b,dd)}. 

4 The fully abstract semantics D 

} 

The operational semantics 0 defined in the previous section is not fully abstract. The reason 
is that, due to the monotonic nature of communication, the order and the granularity in which 
constraints are produced cannot be sensed by any context. Indeed, after any (logically) equivalent 
sequence of constraints produced by the process, the reaction of the context will be the same. 

The fully abstract semantics is obtained by applying to the operational semantics some closure 
conditions that eliminate at the set level the distinctions due to different order and granularity in 
the sequences. 

For a concise description of the closure conditions, we modularize the sequences of O. The 
notion of modular sequence has been introduced in [11]. Intuitively, a sequence is modular if 
Estore(s) is equivalent to the conjunction of the constraints in s: 
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Definition 4.1 A sequence of constraints is called modular if and only if for arbitrary two distinct 
constraints c and c' occurring in s we have FV(c) n BV(c') = 0. 

Example 4.2 The sequence (3y x = f(y»)'.(y = aJ" is not modular, whilst (3y x = f(yll'.(x = 
f(all" is. 

In order to transform non modular sequences into modular ones without changing the meaning 
and the structure, we define a notion of equivalence :;:. 

Definition 4.3 We define s, ~ S2 iff 

_ " d _ ,i, • 81 - s.c.s an S2 _ s.c .s 

• 1= Estore(s.c') ¢> Estore(s.c") 

• 1= Estore(s.) ¢> Estore(s2) 

Let:;: be the reflexive, transitive closure of ........ 

It is easy to see that, for every sequence 5, there exists a modular sequence 8' such that s == 5'. 

Example 4.4 Consider the following sequences 

s, (3y x = f(y»'.(3z y = g(z»".(Y = g(a»'" 
S2 (3y x = f(y»'.(3{y, z}(x = fey) 1\ y = g(z»)" .(y = g( a»'" 
S3 (3y x = f(y»'-(3{y, z}(x = fey) 1\ y = g(z))J" .(x = f(g(a»)'" 
S4 (3y x = f(y»'.(3z x = f(g(z»)".(x = f(g(a»)'" 

We have s, ~ s, ~ S3 ~ 84 (and therefore s, = S4). Note that s, and s, are not modular whilst S3 

and 84 are. 

In order to structure the presentation of the fully abstract semantics V, we first introduce an 
intermediate semantics 0' obtained by modularizing the sequences of O. 

Definition 4.5 (The operational semantics 0') 

O'[W;A] = {s.a: s is modular and there exists s'.a E O[W;A] such that s = s'} 

Obviously we have 

Proposition 4.6 (Correctness of 0') 

Obs[w;A] = Result(O'[W;A])/<> 

The semantics Of is more abstract than 0, but still compositional: 

Proposition 4.7 (Compositionality of 0') 

O'[W;A,B] = O'[W;A] II O'[W;B] 

Proof See appendix A. o 

The following corollary extends the previous result to neatly intersecting programs. It follows 
from proposition 4.7 in the same way as corollary 3.9 follows from theorem 3.8. 

Corollary 4.8 Let W,; A, and W,; A, be neatly intersecting. Then 
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Table 4: The closure conditions 

P2 sl.s,.a E R,* SI.CI.S2.a E R 
ifF Estore(sl·s2) ¢} Estore(sl.cl.S,) 

We define now the closure conditions that will induce some additional identifications necessary 
for full abstraction. 

Definition 4.9 Given a set 5 ~ Seq, we define Closure(5) to be the minimal set containing 5 
and satisfying the conditions PI and P2 of table 4. In this table we assume all sequences to be 
modular, and R to be an arbitrary set of modular sequences. 

Sometimes we will use the notation Closure(5) also for a set 5 of sequences of input/output 
constraints (without the termination mode), with the obvious meaning. 

The condition P1 represents the abstraction with respect to order and granularity. Two se
quences that only differ for some logically equivalent subsequences of constraints produced by the 
same agent (either the process or the environment) must be identified. The condition P2 com
pletes this identification at the set level. The arbitrary input constraints (given automatically by 
the transition system in the original sequences of 0') must also be added to the new sequences 
generated by P1, in order to eliminate the remaining distinctions. 

Remark 4.10 The closure conditions preserve the meaning of a sequence. Namely, if S.Ct E 
Closure({s'.a'}) (abbrev. Closure(s'.a'»), then F Estore(s) ¢} Estore(s') holds. 

Remark 4.11 The closure operator is idempotent, namely 

Closure( Closure (5)) = Closure(5) 

We define the fully abstract semantics D in a denotational (i.e. compositional) style, and the 
basic cases (empty and unit goals) we obtain by applying the closure operator to 0'. 

Definition 4.12 (The fully abstract semantics D) We define D : Prag x Goal ---> 'P(Seq) as 
follows 

D[W; D] 
D[W;A] 
D[W;A,Bj 

Closure(O'[W; D]) 
Closure(O'[W; AI) 
Closure(D[W; A] IID[W; B]) 

The semantics V is strictly more abstract than 0 and 0'. 

Example 4.13 Consider the two programs 

WI = { PI(X) ~ 3y tell(x = fry»~ I q(y). 
q(y) ~ tell(y = a) I . } 

W, = { p,(x) ~ tell (x = f(a» I . 
p,(x) ~ 3y lell(x = fry»~ I q(y). 
q(y) ~ lell(y = a) I . } 
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We have that W1;Pl(X) and W,;p,(x) behave in the same way under every context (i.e. they 
are observationally equivalent), namely, for every W; A, neatly intersecting with WI; PI (x) and 
W,;P2(X): 

Obs[WU WI;A,PI(x)] = Obs[WU W 2;A,P2(X)] 

This is because WI <; w, and the behaviour of the first clause of W 2 can be simulated by the two 
clauses of WI- The operational semantics of these programs is however different (i.e. 0 is not 
fully abstract). In fact 

(x = f(a))o.ss E O[W2 ;P2(X)] 

whilst 

The same applies to 0'. On the other side, this difference in the operational semantics disappears 
in the denotational one. In fact, we have 

(3y x = f(y))o .(y = a)o .55 E O[lV, ; Pl (x )], and 

(3y x = f(y))o.(x = f(a))o.s5 E O'[W, ;P,(X)] 

therefore, by an application of PI, we obtain 

This example shows the use of Pl to abstract from granularity of constraint production. In 
this case, PI has been used to group a sequence of output constraints (to enlarge the granularity). 
Examples in which PI is needed to split an output constraint (to reduce the granularity) are a bit 
more complicated, but not difficult to imagine. 

Concerning P2, its use can be understood to complete the abstraction made by PI. Indeed, 
when we split a constraint into a sequence, we have also to allow additional interleaving points 
within this sequence. This is modeled by inserting arbitrary (consistent) input constraints (P2). 

By definition, V is compositional. As usual, compositionality can be extended to neatly inter
secting programs: 

Proposition 4.14 Let WI;A I and W,;A, be neatly intersecting. Then 

The next sections will show that D is correct with respect to the observables and that it is fully 
abstract. 

5 The correctness of V 

In this section we prove the correctness of V with respect to the observables. The structure of the 
proof is the following: first we prove that 1) is the closure of CJI for arbitrary goals (not only for 
the empty and unit ones), then we use the correctness of CJ'. 

Lemma 5.1 For arbitrary sets SI and S2 of modular sequences which are closed under P2 and 
the following version of PI 

P I I I R ,1,1 R 1- SI.cl ... cn.S2.aE =>Sl.Cl ... cm.s2.aE 

if F Estore(sl.c{ ... c~) ¢} Estore(sl.c'; ... c';") 

we have 

Closure( Closure(5J) II Closure(52 )) = Closure(51 1152 ) 
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Proof See appendix B. 0 

Proposition 5.2 V[W;A] = Closure(O'[W;AD 

Proof Straightforward induction on the length of the goal, using lemma 5.1 
that 0' is closed under PI-I and P2) and the compositionality of 0'. 

We can now prove the correctness of 1): 

Theorem 5.3 (Correctness of V) 

Proof 

Result (V [W; AD I .. 
Result( Closure( O'[W; Ami .. 
Result( O'[W; AI)/ .. 
Obs[W;Aj 

Resu/t(V[w;A])/" = Obs[W;A] 

= (by proposition 5.2) 
= (by remark 4.10) 
= (by proposition 4.6) 

6 The full abstraction of V 

(it is easy to verify 
o 

o 

In this section we prove the full abstraction of V with respect to OUf observation criterium. The 
basic lines of the proof are the following. Given two goals +- AI, +- ..42 with a different semantics V, 
we build a context that is able to "detect" this difference at the observational level. The definition 
of this context is uniform, in the following sense: given a modular sequence s.a we define a context 
C(s.a) as a pair pTogram;goal which "recognizes" s.a. Next we prove that every other sequence 
Sf.a. recognized by C(s.a) that gives the same result must generate s.a by application of the 
closure operator. Then we reason by contradiction: given a sequence s.a in the semantic difference 
( •. a E V[W; Ad \ V[W; A2 J), if the context C( •. a) doesn't induce a difference in the observables, 
then there exists an other sequence .'.a (.'.a E V[W; A,]) recognized by the context that produces 
the same result. But, since 1) is closed, the presence of s'.a implies the presence of s.a, and this 
contradicts the assumption. 

Definition 6.1 Let '.a be a modular sequence, and x be the free variables of.. We define the 
context C( •. a) by induction on the length n of s. We assume given a set of new predicate symbols 
{po, .. ·Pn} disjoint from Pred. 

• C(ss) = C(If) = C(dd) = {pori) ~!.};po(i), and C(.L) = {};po(i), 

• C((=3Y,J)f.s.a) = {Pn(i) .... 3Ytell(.J)!Pn_l(i).}U W;Pn(x), where W;Pn-l(i) = C(s.a), 

• C((3Y.J)O .•. 0') = {Pn(x) ~ 3Yask(.J)!Pn_l(i).} U W;Pn(i), where W;Pn-l(X) = C(s.a). 

Note that the goal .... Po(x) gives rise to failure in C(.L), since the predicate Po is undefined. In the 
other cases, it succeeds. 

The following proposition states that a context C(s.o') recognizes the sequence s.a. Namely, 

C(s.a) generates s.a, where s denotes the "mirror" of s, i.e. cI.s == cO.s and cO .s == cI.s, and 

{ 

S8 
ii = If 

if a E {ss,lf,dd} 
otherwise. 

Proposition 6.2 For any modular sequence s.a we have s.a E 1)[C(s.a)]. 
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Proof Let S' be obtained by s by adding an output constraint cO after any input constraint cI . 

It is not difficult to see that a'.a E O[C(s.a)]. Furthermore, since s is modular, also a and 8' are 
modular. Hence 

!!'.Ii E O'[C(s.a)] 

We conclude 

s.a 
Closure(s'.1i ) 
Closure( 0' [C( s.a )]) 
V[C(s.a)] 

E (by P1) 
C (by 1) 
= (by proposition 5.2) 

(1) 

o 

The next two lemmas together imply that the context C(s.a) recognizes only s.a, in the sense 
that if C(s.a) interacts with a sequence t! (i.e., for some a' we have s' .a' E V[C(s.a)]), which gives 
the same result as s, i.e., F Estore(s) ¢:} Estore(s'), then s can be obtained from s' by applying 
the closure operator. 

The next lemma actually shows that S' is in the closure of a. The final step is then made by 
the mirroring lemma (see page 17). 

Lemma 6.3 Given a modular sequence s.a, for every s'.a' E V[C(s.a)] such that F= Estore(s') ~ 
Estore(s) we have s' E Closure(s). 

Proof By proposition 5.2, V[C(s.a)] = Closure(O'[C(s.a)]) holds. Therefore, by remarks 4.10 
and 4.11, it is sufficient to prove that, for s'.a' E O'[C(s.a)] with F= Estore(s') ~ Estore(S), we 
have s' E Closure(s). 

Let s'.a' E O'[C(s.a)] such that F= Estore(s') ~ Estore(s). Let n be the length of s. It is not 
so difficult to see that there exists a computation 

{Pn(X),A)~· ... ~· (Pn_'(x),s:>~· ... ~· (po(x),s~) 

such that s~ == S'. 

Let SCi) denote the prefix of s' such that SCi) == s~, and let sCi) denote the suffix of s starting 

from its (i + l)th element. We prove that s(,).s(') E Closure(s) for 0 S; i S; n. We proceed by 
induction on i. 

i = 0) Obvious, since s(O) = A and 8(0) = s. 

i + 1) By the induction hypothesis we have 

s(i).s(i) E Closure(s). 

There are two cases 

Case 1: s(i) = CIS('+I) In this case Pn-' is defined in C(s.a) as 

Pn_'(X) ~ 3Y ask(I1)lpn_'_1 (x)., 

where c = 3Yt9. So we have 

where 
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with 

F Storer s; .c{ ..... 0{) ~ c. 

Since s' == s~, we have 

We note that 

F Estore(s') 
Estore(') 
Estore( s(i) .'(i) 

from which we derive 

¢} (by hypothesis) 
¢} (by 2 and remark 4.10) 

(3) 

'- E t (' ,I ,I I -(HI) E t (' ,I ,I -(i) E t (' -(i) (4) r- sore s(i)'c 1" .. c k·e .S <=> 5 ore S(i)'C 1'···c k'S ¢> sore s(i)'s 

Therefore, since s(i).c'~ ... . C'~.cls(i+l) E Closure(s(i) . .;(i) (by 4 and P2), and Closure(s(i).s(i) <;; 
Closure(s) (by 2 and remark 4.11), we obtain 

"I ,I I -(i+l) CI (-) S(i)'C 1" .. C k·e .s E osure s 

Now we have to "transform" cI into c,O
. We do so by two applications of PI. 

deletes cI , the second adds c,O
. For the first application we need the following: 

'- E t (' ,I ,I) ¢:} (since 8' == s~) r- s ore SCi)·C 1 ... C k 

Estore(s;.c{ ... c{) ¢} (by 3) 
Estore(s;.c{ ... c{.cI ) ¢} (since FV(c) <;; FV(s), as s is modular) 
Estore(si.c{ ... c~) /\ c ¢> (since s' == s~) 
Estore(s'(i).c'~ ... c'~) /\ c ¢} (since FV(c) <;; FV(s» 
E ( ' ,I ,I I) store S(i)'C 1 ... C k'C . 

(5) 

The first 

The last equation holds under the assumption BV(s') n FV(s) = 0. We can assume this 
without loss of generality, since F Estore(s') ¢} Estore(ii) ¢} Estore(s). 

Now we can apply PI, thus obtaining 

"I ,I -(i+l) CI (' ,I ,I I -(i+l) 
S(i)'C 1'· .. C k'S E osure S(i)'C 1" .. C k'C .S . 

For the second application we need 

¢} (since s' == s~) 
¢} (by 3) 
¢:} (since s' == s~) 

Then, we can apply PI again, thus obtaining 

I ,I ,I ,0 -U+I) CI (' ,I ,I -(HI» 
s(i)·c1····ck·c.s E osuresCi)·c1····ck·s . 

We conclude 

8' s(i+l) 
(i+l)· 
,/1 ,I ,0 -(i+l) 

S(i).Cl .... Ck.C .S 

CI (' ,I ,I -(HI) osure S(i)·C 1···· C k·S 

CI (' ,I ,I I -(0+1) C osure S(i).C 1 .... C k·C .S 

= 
E 

c 

Closure(s) 
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Case 2: .U) = cO .• U+1) In this case Pn-i is defined in C(s.a) as 

where c = 3Yt9. So we have 

where 

Since 8' == s~, we have 

Similarly to the previous case, we have 

1= E ( ' ,I ,I ° ,{i+1) E t (' ,I ,I ,{i) E (' «i) (8) store S(i)'C 1- ... c k'C ,8 ¢:} sore 8(i)'C I" .. c k.8 ¢:} store 8(1)·8 

therefore, since S(i)'C'~ . ... c'i .cO .• (i+l) E Closure(s(i)'sU) (by 8 and P2), and Closure(s(i).s(i) ~ 
Closure(.) (by 2 and remark 4.11), we obtain 

"I ,I ° -(,+1) CI (-) 8(i)'C l' ., . C k·C.8 E osure s 

We have now to "transform" cO into c,O
. We need the following 

1= E t ( ' ,I ,I 0) sore S (i).c 1"'C k'C 

EstoTe( s' (I') .e'i ... c'r) 1\ c 
Estore(8~ .c{ .,. cD 1\ c 
Estore(s:.c{ ... <{.cO) 

E ( ' ,I ,I ,0) 
store S (i).c 1"'C k'C . 

Thus an application of PI yields 

{o> (since FV(c) ~ FV(s» 

¢> (since s' == s~) 
{o> (since FV(c) ~ FV(s» 
¢:} (since 8' == s~) 

"I ,I ,0 -(>+1) CI (' ,I ,I ° -('+1) 
S(i)'C I' ... C k'C's E osure S(i)'C 1'···C k'C's . 

Therefore we can conclude 

s' s(i+l) 
(>+1)' 
I ,I ,I ,0 -(i+l) E 

S(i)'C I' ... C k'C .8 

CI (' ,I ,I ° -(HI) E osure SUre 1" .' C t,e .8 

Closure(s). 

(by 10) 

(by 9) 

(9) 

(10) 

o 

Lemma 6.4 (Mirroring lemma) If s' E Closure(s), then s E Closure(s'). (As usual, sand s' 
denote the mirror of 8 1 s', respectively.) 

Proof It is sufficient to show that for any set of sequences S, if Closure(S) = S, then S satisfies 
the following property: 

P3 81.co.82'O' E 5 ~ 81.82.0' E 5 
if 1= Estore(sl.s,) {o> Estore(sl.cOS,). 
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We then can proceed by induction on the number of applications of the closure conditions Pl and 
P2, making use of the fact that Pl mirrors itself, in the following sense: if 8' is derived from 8 by 
one application of Pl then s can be derived from s' using Pl again. In same sense an application 
of P2 can be mirrored by P3. 

We prove P3 by induction on the length of s,: 

s, = A) In this case we just apply PI. 

82 = c,t .82) We consider the cases I! = I and I! = 0 separately. 

£ = 0) By PI we have 

° dO, S ,0 0, S 81·C. .82'0' E => 81.C .C .82'0' E 

The induction hypothesis then gives us 

,0, S 
81·C .82 ,0' E 

f = I) By P2 we have 

o ,I, S II 0 II I S 
81·C .C .82 ,0' E => 81'C .C .C .82'0' E 

An application of PI then gives us 

,I 0, S 
81·C .C .82 ,0' E 

By induction hypothesis we obtain 

,I, S 
81·C .82'0' E . 

o 

N ow we are ready to prove the main theorem 

Theorem 6.5 (Full abstraction of V) For arbitrary W1;A1, W,;A, such that V[W1;Ad # 
V[W,;A,] there exists W;A, neatly intersecting with W1;A1 and w,;A" such that Obs[W U 

W1; A, A1] # Obs[W U w,; A, A,]. 

Proof Assume s.a E V[W1;Ad \ V[W,;A,]. Let W;A = C(s.a), and let 

_ {SS ifaE{ss,ff,dd} 
0' = if otherwise. 

By proposition 6.2 we have B.a E V[W;A], therefore 

Result(s.a II B.a) E Result(V[W U W 1 ;A,A 1]),<> = Obs[W U W 1 ;A, A1]' 

Assume now that 

Result(s.o: II B.a) E Obs[W U w,; A, A,] = Result(V[W U w,; A, A,]),<> 

By the compositionality of V and remark 4.10 it follows that there exist s'.a' E V[W,;A,] and 
B'.o:" E V[W;A] such that 

Result(s'.o:' II B'.o:") = Result(s.a II B.a). (11) 

Thus we have 

F Estore(B') {o} Estore(s' liB') {o} Estore(s II B) {o} Estore(B), 

so by lemma 6.3 we have B' E Closure (B). An application of lemma 6.4 then yields s E Closure(s'). 
Therefore s.o: E V[W,;A,] holds. By definition of 0 and 0', and proposition 5.2, it follows 
s . .1E V[W,;A,]. Furthermore we observe that, by definition of a, of the context C(s.a), and by 
11, we have ,,/ = 0: if a #.1. So we conclude s.a E V[W,;A,], and this contradicts our initial 
assumption. 0 
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7 Conclusions and future work 

We have studied in this paper the asynchronous nature of the communication in concurrent logic 
languages. We have shown that the fully abstract semantics for these languages requires an ap
proach quite different from the standard ones for languages like CCS. One of the main differences 
consists in the description of the deadlock behaviour. In CCS the deadlock of a process depends 
upon the current state of the system as described by the failure sets, whereas in concurrent logic 
languages the deadlock essentially depends upon the result of the past behaviour of the system. 

A future research topic is the investigation of the non-monotonic case, namely when nOll
monotonic test predicates (like the var of Prolog) occur in the guards. 

An other promising subject is the extension of our approach to more general concurrent logic 
paradigms, like concurrent constraint programming [18], which include an explicit choice operator. 

An even more ambitious project is to show that the construction of the fully abstract model we 
have presented can be extended to asynchronous languages in general. This conjecture asks for the 
definition of a general paradigm which subsumes all possible asynchronous communication mecha
nisms. For such a paradigm we think it is possible to define a compositional semantics based upon 
linear sequences with input assumptions, thus providing an uniform deadlock analysis for asyn
chronous communication. The fully abstract model for a particular asynchronous language then 
will consist of the application of some appropriate closure conditions on the general compositional 
model. These closure conditions will model the specific features of the asynchronous communica
tion of that particular language. Actually, part of this project is already under development in 
[6]. 
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Appendix 

A The compositionality of 0' 
In this appendix we prove: 

Proposition 4.7 

O'[W;A,B] = O'[W;A] II O'[W;B] 

Proof We prove O'[W;A] I! O'[W;B] <; O'IW;A,B], the other inclusion follows immediately 
from the compositionalityofO. Let r,.<>, I! r,.<>, E O'[W;A] II O'[W;B], say, r, = e;' ... e~·, 

l' l' . 
and r2 == ell ... en". So there eXIst 

l l -
.51 = c/ ... Cn", 51.0'1 E O[W;A] 

• " = ,,; ... '"~, .,.<>, E O[W;B], 

such that Tl == 51, and T2 == 52. 

We may assume without loss of generality that the sets BV(r,), BV(.,), and BV(.,) have no 
. bl . D fi '- f" <i. d' - l; l~ h c 1 < . < varIa es III common. e ne 51 - 1 .. , In an 52 - gl ... go , were, lor _ l _ n, 

{ 

Ci if Ii = 0 
fi = gi = di if II = 0 

ei otherwise 

Note that .; II '2 is defined. 
It remains to be shown that "1'<>' E O[W;A], '2'<>' E O[W;B], that is, s;.<>, II s:'.'" E 

O[W;A, B], and s; I! S2 == s, II s,. For this purpose we introduce the following 

Lemma A.1 For 1 .$ i.$ n we have 

F EstoreUt'· .. f,'·) * Estore(cl'· .. ct·) 
and 

i' If .i'.i' F Estore(g,' .. ·gi) * Estore(a,' ... ai)· 

Proof of lemma A.1 We prove the first equivalence by induction on i (the second is treated 
similarly): suppose the proposition holds for i. We consider the cases Ii+! = I, li+' = 0 separately. 

Let li+' = 0, so !H' = Ci+" Furthermore, let oui(s) lints)] be the subsequence of s consisting 
of all the output [input] constraints. We have 

F Estore(Jf'· .. t:..i' ) * (since BV(s,) n BVh) = 
BV(s,) n BV(s,) = 0) 

Estore( outuf' ... t+1')) 1\ EstoreU;' . .. 1;'.) * 
Estore( out(cl' ... c;';'+i) 1\ Estore( cl' ... ct·) * (since B VI (s,) n B VO (s,) = 0) 

Et ( ', l.+,) s ore C1 ... ci+l . 

Now let fi+l = li+l = I, so Ii+l = ei+l. \Ve have 

F EstoreUt'·· . t:"i') * (since BV(r,J n BV(sJ) = 
BV(r,J n BV(s,) = 0) 

Estore(in(el' ... e~')) 1\ Estore(J;' ... ft·) * 
Estore(in(e;' ... e~·» 1\ Estore(cl' ... ct·) * (since r, == s,) 
Estore( in( ei' ... e;'» 1\ Estore(e;' ... et·) * (since BVI (rIl n B VO(r,) = 0) 
Et ( i' i.+,) S OTe e l ... e;+l 

E t ( i' t.+,) 5 ore C1 ... CHI 

* (since rl == s,) 
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Finally, let £'+1 = I and £:+1 = O. We have 

F= EstoreUf' ... 1.+.1') ¢} (since BV(rdnBV(s,) 
BV(SI) n BV(s,) = 0) 

, .t' 
Estore( aut(di: ... d,t~')) A EstareUf' ... f,") ¢} 

Estare( out( di' ... .(t~')) A Estare(c~' ... cf') ¢} (since rl ""I and r, '" s,) 

Estare( out (di" ... .(+~')) A Estare(di', ... dh ¢} (since BVI (s,) n BVo(s,) = 0) 
, .t' 

Estare(di' ... <I,++i) ¢} (since r, '" s,) 
Et ( ', t,+,) sore c1 ... CHI 

o 

From lemma A.I it follows that s\ II s~ '" rl II r,. 
Furthermore, s/l.al E O[W;..4] can easily be seen to follow from the observation that if F 

Store(c~' ... c;') ~ c, with FV(c) n BVI(c:' ... cf') = 0, then F= StoreUf' ... f,") ~ c. In fact, 
given some first-order model, let (J" be an assignment of values of that model to the variables. Then 
we have, by lemma A.I, that 

u F= StareUf' ... fi') 

implies 

u F= Estare( c;' ... cf') 

Since BVI(sJ) n BVo(sJ) = 0, we have 

F= Estare (c;' ... c;') ¢} Estare ( aut( cj' ... cf')) A Estare( in( cj' ... cf')) 

Furthermore, by definition, 

t(f" f.") - I( t, ") ou l' .. i - OU C1 ... Ci ' 

therefore we have 

u F= Stare(aut(c;' ... c;o)) A Estore(in(c~' ... cf')) 

From which we conclude, by the validity of Store(c~' ... c;') ~ c and the restriction FV(c) n 
B V I (c~, ... ct') = 0, that u F= c. In a similar way it follows that s~ .<>, E O[W; BD. 0 
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B A property of the closure conditions 

In this appendix we prove: 

Lemma 5.1 For arbitrary sets 5, and 52 of modular sequences which are closed under P2 and 
the following version of PI 

Pl-I s,.c{ ... c~ .S2." E R ~ s,.c'~ ... c'~.S2'" E R 
if F= Estore(s,.cf ... c~) ¢:o Estore(s,.c'~ ... c'~) 

we have 

Closure( Closure(5,) II Closure(52)) = Closure(5, 1152 ) 

Proof It suffices to prove that Closure(5,) II Closure(5,) <; Closure(5, II 52)' Let S'.'" E 5, 
and S'.'" E 5,. Furthermore let s; .'" E Closure(s,.",) and s~.", E Closure(s,.a,) such that 
S~.(tl II s~.a2 is defined. We prove by induction on the number of applications of Pl.O, the 
closure condition PI for f = 0, that s; .'" II s~.a, E Closure(5, 115,). 

The case that the number of applications of Pl-D equals zero follows immediately from the 
closedness of 5, and 5, under Pl-I and P2. 

For the sake of a smooth presentation let's introduce the notation s => s' for the derivability 
of s' from s by one application of an arbitrary closure condition. 

Now let 

... a 0 ,0,0 ... I 
81 => 811· el .,. en .812 => 811·e 1 ." C m .812 => 8 1 

where sl1.c'f .. . c'~.S12 =>" S'l consists only of applications of PI·I and P2. "Ve have 

I I ,0 dl ,0 dl ,0 I 
8 1 =811·c l' l· c 2 .. , m_l,c m ,S12 

where the input constraints are introduced by P2, 811 =>'" S~l and 812 => sb, both derivations using 
only Pl-I and P2. (The slightly more general case that some of the dis introduced are actually 
sequences of input constraints can be treated in the same way, but requires a more elaborate 
notation which might obscure the underlying idea.) 

So we have 

I I II dl1 II dlm-1 II I 
82 = 8 21 C l' 1 .C 2' .• m_l'C m,8 22 

such that S'l1 II s' 21 and S'12 II s' 22 are defined. 
Define 

, 0 0 dl dl , 
Tl = 8 ll'C} ,.,Cn , 1'" m_l·812 

It is not difficult to see that SI =>"' Tl, where the number of applications of PI-O is one less than 
that in 81 =>* S~; S1 =>"' sll,cf ,.,C~,S12 =>* s~l,cf ,.,C~,S~2 =}"' S~l'C?" ,c~,d{, "d~_1,S~2' 

Furthermore let 

I I I J 1 .lm._l I 
r2 = 8 21,C l ", cn,ai ", a m _ 1 ,8 22 

Again it is not difficult to check that 82 =}'" 8' 2 =}"' T2, with the same number of applications of 
PI-O as in the derivation 82 =>"' s~, 

So we are now in a position which allows us to apply the induction hypothesis: r,.a, II",.", E 
Closure(5, 115,). 

Finally, we have rl'O'I II T2'0"2 =>'" 81,0"1 II 8~'0"2) which we leave the reader to verify, 0 
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